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Dear Educator, 

Thank you for giving your students an opportunity to enrich their life experiences 

through viewing classical ballet. As an educator of over 25 years, the ballet 

experience was an eye-opening opportunity for my students.  Most came from 

environments of poverty, and ballet introduced them to a world they would not 

have otherwise seen. 

The Romeo and Juliet story is complicated, if you look at the surface. However, if 

you think about the main themes of love, forgiveness, and what happens when 

people hold grudges, the story is as old as Cain and Abel.  

This study guide is written for younger students to help them understand what they 

will see on the stage. Ballet is a story told through movement and music. This 

study guide will connect movement and story so students will have a chance to 

experience the link before going to the ballet.  

VPAC, and Artistic Director Yukari Thiesen, want this experience to be uplifting 

and positive, even though the story is tragic. That is why we will keep our focus on 

the elements of love, and the need to forgive and mend broken relationships.  

This study guide is divided into three parts: 

 A Synopsis of Act 1 of the Romeo and Juliet Ballet 

 Activities to prepare younger students to view Romeo and Juliet as a story 

told through movement 

 A List of Resources that are age-appropriate for younger students 

Thank you again for giving your students this amazing experience, 

Janet Kelly, VPAC Education Director  jkelly2360@comcast.net 

mailto:jkelly2360@comcast.net
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Synopsis of Romeo and Juliet Act 1 

Verona. A morning. City still sleeping. Only Romeo is not sleeping. He wanders along 

empty streets submersed in dreams of love.  

The streets begin to come alive, there are early passersby, and shop keepers and shoppers 

begin to fill the streets.  

Tybald, nephew of the Capulet family comes out. He is in search of adventures and 

fights. He only waits for a case to battle to the hated rival Montague family. He sees 

Benvolio, nephew of Montagues. The combat starts. Hearing the noise, people run out of 

the houses of the Montagues and Capulets. The combat inflames. City is awakened. 

Strokes of an alarm are heard.  

Young nobleman, Paris, is coming to the Montagues to ask Juliet to be his wife. But the 

master of the house doesn’t even notice him, he hurries to join the fighters.  

There is a Duke of a Verona on the scene. He commands the fighters to lay down arms. 

The Duke declares, that from this time, the one who starts a fight with weapons, will 

beexecuted. The people go away, satisfied by the order of the Duke.  

Room of Juliet. She is cheerful, she teases her Nurse/Nanny, dances, and hides from her. 

The cheerful games are stopped by Juliet’s mother. She strictly orders Juliet to stop 

playing. Then the mother takes her by an arm and they approach to a mirror. Juliet is an 

adult and must start acting like one.  

Dancing party in the palace of the Capulets. All nobles of Verona are gathered. There 

are singers, musicians, girl friends of Juliet, and Paris with his page. Cheerfully laughing, 

Mercutio passes by.  

http://www.balletandopera.com/"[imgadr]/romeo_juliet5.html"
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Ballroom in the house of the Capulets. Visitors talk ceremonially. The dances start. 

Everyone asks Juliet to dance. Her dance is full of purity, charm, and poetry. Romeo is in 

a hall. He is in disguise, using a mask to hide his identity. He sees Juliet. He is unable to 

take his eyes off of Juliet. Romeo approaches to Juliet and speaks to her about his 

feelings. The mask rolls off from his face. Juliet is charmed by beauty and nobleness of 

his face. She is already in love. But this scene is seen by Tybald. He recognizes Romeo. 

When the dancing party was terminated, Juliet’s Nurse/Nanny informs Juliet, that 

Romeo, and his family the Montagues, are their enemies.  

But it will not stop Juliet. Under a cover of darkness Romeo and Juliet meet in a garden.  

They speak about their love, and vow their undying commitment to one another. 

BalletandOpera.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This study guide covers only Act 1 of the 

Romeo and Juliet Ballet. There are a few 

considerations for younger students: 

 To simplify this story, this study 

guide focuses on telling a story 

through movement. 

 This study guide minimizes the death 

scenes in the ballet (during the market 

scene) 

 This study guide emphasizes the need 

to forgive and mend relationships, and 

the happiness that comes when people 

can look past differences, and 

embrace what we have in common. 

State Street Ballet has developed an 

excellent Study Guide for the entire Romeo 

and Juliet Ballet. It has background 

information and standards-based activities.  
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Age-Appropriate Activities for Younger Students 

Connecting Story to Movement 

1. Students practice what a story without words looks like. Select a story students know, 

such as Goldilocks and the Three Bears or The Three Little Pigs.  Read or retell the story 

so all the students hear the same version. With supervision, have a group of students act 

out the story so students have a model to follow. Divide the students into small groups. 

Have the students act out the story in their own way, using no words. 

2. Students translate the story without words concept into personal application. Have 

the students think about and discuss, fights or conflicts they might have had with a friend 

or sibling. Tell students to discuss how they resolved the argument and “made-up” 

becoming friends again.  . Then get into pairs and -act an argument between friends, 

using words. Re-act the same argument and making-up without words. Discuss what 

made it difficult to dramatize this argument without using words. What did they have to 

do to show the change between fighting and making-up?  

3. Discuss some of the finer points of this play acting. What kinds of things did students 

have to do to get their feelings across when they were play acting? Facial expressions? 

Body language? Foot stomping? Fist shaking? Guide students into understanding that 

ballet uses similar techniques to show an audience the feelings and actions of the 

characters: through facial expression, body language, dance movements, foot stomping 

or graceful movements to show emotion.  

4. Discuss and Act a scene where not only do two friends have a conflict, but their 

respective groups of friends join in the conflict. Go back to the Friend argument (#2) 

and expand by having two groups argue. We often see this happen on playgrounds. After 

the play acting, discuss what the fight was about? Do the students even know? Often 

when emotions run high, logical thought goes out the window and there is little chance 

the problem can be resolved. Do students enjoy fighting? Play fighting is one thing, but 

real fighting makes most people miserable.  
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5. Connect These Activities to the Romeo and Juliet Ballet. Use the YouTube Ballet 

Excerpts to introduce students to what they will see at the ballet, and reinforce the idea 

that unresolved conflict makes life unhappy and difficult. (See pages 8-9) 

Age-Appropriate Resources for Younger Students 

Books for Younger Students 

This is a selection of books that would be appropriate for younger students. Fun 

and age appropriate 

Adams, Jennifer Romeo and Juliet: A BabyLit Counting Primer 

Get swept away by Little Master Shakespeare’s tale of two star-crossed lovers in Romeo 

& Juliet: A BabyLit® Counting Primer. Count friends, kisses, love letters, and roses in 

this charming retelling of Shakespeare’s famous story of young love. Since parting from 

such a lovely little book will certainly bring feelings of sweet sorrow, you may find 

yourself re-reading 'till it be 'morrow! (Amazon) ISBN-10 1423622057 

 

Beka  Dance Class #2: Romeos and Juliet (Dance Class Graphic Novel) 

The adventures of best friends Julie, Luce, and Alia continue in the second "Dance 

Class" graphic novel. School is in session again and this time the girls are working on a 

ballet of "Romeo and Juliet." When new student Tim is cast in the role of Romeo, the 

three girls find themselves competing for his affections. Can they get this production on 

its feet without ruining their friendship? (Amazon) ISBN-10 1597073172 

 

Bordett, Lois Shakespeare Can Be Fun! Romeo and Juliet for Kids 

"Who is William Shakespeare?" For more than 20 years, Lois Burdett has asked that 

question of her elementary school students in Stratford, Ontario, Canada, leading them 

on a voyage of discovery that brings the Bard to life for boys and girls ages seven and up.  

Romeo and Juliet for Kids, written in rhyming couplets is suitable for staging as class 

plays as well as reading aloud (Amazon) ISBN-10 15522092291 

 

Early, Margaret Romeo and Juliet (The New Folger Library Shakespeare) 
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Exquisitely detailed illustrations and decorative borders that complement a retelling of 

Shakespeare's play about star-crossed lovers torn apart by their families captures all the 

romance and drama of the timeless story. (Amazon) ISBN-10 0810937999 

 

Hinds, Gareth Romeo and Juliet (A Graphic Novel) 

She's a Capulet. He's a Montague. But when Romeo and Juliet first meet, they don't know 

they're from rival families — and when they find out, they don't care. Their love is honest 

and raw and all-consuming. But it's also dangerous. How much will they have to 

sacrifice before they can be together? In a masterful adaptation faithful to Shakespeare's 

original text, Gareth Hinds transports readers to the sun-washed streets and market 

squares of Shakespeare's Verona, vividly bringing the classic play to life on the printed 

page. (Amazon) ISBN-10 076365987 

 

Shakespeare, Gammell, Goodwin A Guinea Pig Romeo & Juliet (Guinea Pig 

Classics) 

A Guinea Pig Romeo & Juliet tells the tragic tale of two star-crossed guinea pigs who 

fall in love at first nose twitch. 

When Romeo and Juliet meet in a crowded ballroom, they don't realize that their families 

are sworn enemies. Later that night, Romeo overhears Juliet declaring her love for him 

from her balcony, and the two hatch a plan to marry and escape. But their great romance 

is ruined by the family rivalry, which tears them apart and leads to their tragic demise.  

Portrayed with great heart by a darling cast of guinea pigs in adorable period costumes, 

A Guinea Pig Romeo & Juliet is Shakespeare as you've never seen him before. 

(Amazon) ISBN-10 163557000X 

 

YouTube Video Clips Of Scene One (Appropriate for Younger Students) 

Video Clip using Cartoon Images and Music, as well as Emojis to explain the feelings expressed 

in Act 1 of Romeo and Juliet     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSbUVLVJj4I 

Note: Many of the video clips that appear  appropriate to younger students are not. They include 

deaths and discuss Romeo and Juliet’s deaths. It is important to preview the video clips before 

showing them to young children. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSbUVLVJj4I
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DVD of Romeo and Juliet Ballet 

Sir Kenneth MacMillian’s Romeo and Juliet by The Royal Ballet Covent Garden  

ISIN # B0008FXSRE 

YouTube Excerpts from the Romeo and Juliet Ballet 

Please Note:  

These clips are not the State Street Ballet’s version of Romeo and Juliet, and are 

only intended to prepare students for viewing the ballet. 

 

These YouTube segments are in chronological order, and are short enough and child friendly 

enough to give students a preview of what they will see when they go to the Romeo and Juliet 

Ballet. 

 

Romeo and Juliet Market Scene 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axmNHHizbaM 

This scene shows a happy street scene where shoppers and merchants meet. Music and motion 

show a joyous meeting.  

 

Romeo and Juliet Opening Fight Scene 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPycHdbpIwU 

This scene is simplified for younger students, where there is an opening confrontation between 

the girls, followed by the start of a sword fight. It does not show the deaths that happen in the full 

Act 1.  

This might be a good opportunity to discuss alternate endings. 

 What would happen if the girls had stopped the fight before the boys became involved? 

 What would happen if the girls stopped the boys before the sword fight could begin? 

 What can happen when people get angry and start to fight? 

 What do you think will happen in the full ballet? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axmNHHizbaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPycHdbpIwU
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Romeo and Juliet Nursery Scene Act 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_pN0LdP02M 

This is a delightful scene, and young children can relate to this completely. It shows Juliet as a 

young girl, full of life and enjoying being a child. She dances, and plays, and wants her 

Nurse/Nanny to dance and play with her. Juliet’s parents want her to act grown up, and get ready 

to meet a future husband they have selected for her, but Juliet just wants to play and have fun. 

Juliet’s movements show very clearly how she feels.   

 

Romeo and Juliet Dance of the Knights 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDHc40aT_AY 

The Dance of the Knights happens Juliet’s family is having a party and Romeo and his friends 

sneak in wearing disguises. Listen to the music and watch the movements. Compare the music 

and movement when Juliet appears. 

Dramatic music. Look at the body movements and think about what they convey: arrogance, 

pride, and strength. Then there is a change in the music when Juliet appears. Then the music is 

light and Juliet’s movements are smooth and friendly. Her parents introduce her to a suitable 

“boyfriend” and when she accepts a dance with him, the music goes back to the dramatic and 

arrogant sound. 

 

Romeo and Juliet Excepts from Act 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dyhya484OYs 

Softer and happier music as Romeo and Juliet dance together. Body motions show that they care 

for each other. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_pN0LdP02M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDHc40aT_AY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dyhya484OYs

